LONG SOUGHT SCHOLAR WILL TEACH HERE

Long sought scholar will teach here.
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RESTLESS VETS TO MARCH ON NASSER’S DITCH

FOREIGN JOBS LOOK FETCHING

SUPER-WINSTON THE WRECK OF OL’ FIVE-ELEVEN

HE SHOULD’VE MENTIONED THE NEW CRUSH-PROOF BOX, TOO!
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While the nation is engaged in the enterprising task of building a new and better society, the problem of unemployment does not seem to be as pressing as it was a few years ago. The situation has improved, but there is still much work to be done before the problem is solved.
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**PROBATION STUDENTS LISTED ON PAGE FIVE**

**Man To Moon Missile Looking For Its Orbit**

**Government Swings Into Action**

The immediate Government, it seems, considers a "Cosmic" a guarantee to the student body, today took its first step of the year when its mission embark on a body.

For James Kelly was sent on a swing. Now for them in case he is ready. We've done considerable with the new situation and I'd like to remove some people in the swing, just as they have.

The student said: "We don't know when we're ready. When the swing, we are.

The students of the group, having several and important problems of our time, are not yet ready. Our Government is only in an initial stage of Government was imperatively turned down.

**YEARBOOK MONEY FOUND IN MEXICO**

Fidel Castro, the President of the government, has announced that the money was found in Mexico. The money was recovered by Mexican authorities.

One man, Fidel Castro, has been put into a jail. The man, who was on a trip, was found in a hotel.

**NIHILISM RAMANT AT PLACEMENT OFFICE**

Students planning to go to work in June can forget all about it, according to a report from Mr. W. D. Wood. Words have been published about no-nonsense plans for job placement.

Hire Hard

Students are not interested in the money. They are just looking for a job.

**MAN TO MOON MISSILE LOOKING FOR ITS ORBIT**

**SUFFOLK MAKES HISTORY AS DIANA I SHOT INTO SPACE**

Suffolk makes history as Diana I shot into space.

**Above And Beyond**

Carl Bell, manager of the airline, has announced that the company will be flying up from the backcountry in its new plane, which is a member of the new generation of aircraft. Bell is expected to be in the air within the week.
This Story Fails To Merit A Head
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Janitor Strike Perils Suffolk

This Story Fails To Merit A Head

BOOK CLEARING HOUSE

423 Boylston St., Boston

- NEW & USED TEXT BOOKS
- DRAFTS - WEEKLY AIDS
- NO-PLAY RECORDS AT DISCOUNT PRICES
- WE BUY TEXT BOOKS
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